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CHAnER I 
INTRODUCTI ON 
A. Introductory remarks and statement Qf the proDlem. 
The effects of different loads on the behavior of mus~las have ;een 
studied and reported in the literature D1 many investigators. Electro-
~ographic studies ot muscle physiology haTe substantially broadened our 
knowledge in that field. The application ot electroayography to the oral 
musculature has taken place only reoently. It is believed. that no attempt 
has been made to evaluate electr~ographical1y the behavior of the temporal 
and digastrio musoles under the ini~uence of light forces which tend to 
retraot or protract the mandiBle, when the latter is at or near a resting 
position. It was with this study in mind tnat the following investigation 
was carried out. 
B. Review of Literature. 
Extensive studies in muscle physiology have been made in the last three-
quarters of a century. As a result of studies of the p~sical changes in 
muscle, Fick (1882) classified musole contraction into two types. One he 
called isotonic contraction, in which there was physical shortening ot the 
muscle fiBers. The otlBr he called isometric contraction, in which there 
was no change in the length of the muscle fiDers even though the muscle 
1 
2 
produces tension. Fenn (194$) proposed the addition ot a lengthening 
contraction to Fick's classification in which the muscle performed negative 
work while th!! muscle fi .... rs were aeing lengthenei lay an extemal force 
greater than the tension produced. lDy the Dscle. Martius (188)ad.apte" the 
capillary electrometer for measuring electrical ~otentials tram MUsoles. 
Lee (1881) and other early workers using the capillaI7 electrometer Deeame 
aware of the electrical energy which is liberated from contracting muscles. 
The voltages produced aT contracting muscle, otherwise known as the DlUlicle 
action potentials, could not be studied at that time Because of equipment 
limitations. 
Einthoven (1903) invented the string galvanOllleter. Thls was a VfJrJ' 
delicate quartz thread instrument which recorde .. III1rmte changes in muscle 
electrometlve force, e.g. action potentials as arising from MUscle tissue. 
The string galvanemeter lent it.elt ideally to JlTological investigations 
and was usea. in 11WIl8rous studies for al.most thirtT Tean. 
The earliest experiments on muscle action potentials emplo.ying the 
, 
string galvanometer were carrie .. At \Jy Piper (1907). 'l'he voltage chang, 
during MUscular contractions consists of a .eqv.ence ot diphuic wave.. This 
was Gbservecl bT Lee (1887) and other early investigators and was confil'll'ltta. 
by Piper (1907). It is generally agreri that each d!,basic wave is a single 
action potential. Piper's records indicated that the frequena,y of these 
diphasic waves was in the rtcinity of 50 per 8econa. and. that their pattem 
approximated the 60 cycle frequency of alternating current. All of Piper's 
.3 
string galvanometer reconls showe« a rhytha ot oout 50 per second. He 
oDservecl furthermore that a change in the intenai ty ot the contraction 
resulteci only in a change ot amplitucle, and. not one of frequency, and that 
each diphasic 'Wave was equivalent to a single action petential. AccOrding 
to Piper's views t he rhythm ot a muscle action potential is determined. D7 
impulses trom the central nervous system wbich were sent to the RlUscles at 
the rate ot aDout 50 ,er s8conci. Piper'."SO per/seoond. rtqtbm.1I theor.r was 
dispu ted by Buchanan (1908) anci other investigators fro. tbe beginning anti 
has not eeen generally accepted since then. 
The contradictory fueling. ot Piper JIq bave .een dne, in part, t. a 
compound or mechanical artitacts tound in the recording equipaent availaDle 
at that time. World War I previ ••• a strong impetus tor the development 
and manufacture or electron valves, lcnown as V&CUUIl tuHs. With the 
development of the radio industr.r great refinements took place in tUDe ana 
amplifier design. With. this equ1paent, nuctuating action potentials couli 
De magnifiM thousand. ot times without distortion .,t wave font. As a result 
or these technolegical a4venees'extensive investigations ot ausole activit7 
were carried. out. 
It is generally accepte. now that a muscle fiDer contracts to its fUllest 
extent or not at all umier given conditions. In other 'Words, a 11ainal 
stimulus causes a muscle tiber to contract to as great an extent as a stronger 
stimulus. This phenomenon is mOlln as the "all-or-nothing" relat1en. Pratt 
and Eiseneerger (191') oent1rmed. the "all-er-nothinglt .ehavier in single 
4 
skeletal muscle fiDers by localizing stimuli to single ii.ers with small 
Dore electrodes. HUscle fibers responding to Derve impulses must contract 
maximally since they are stimtlated. lty' "all-or-nothing" impulses. A:rrf 
liminal stimulus that is propagate« along the muscle fiDer will evoke a 
maximal response since the .uscle action current constitutes a meehani .. 
for rapidly spreading the excitation along the entire fiaer. 
If a 'PUll is exerted upon the tendon of a mascle ay the contraction of 
an opposing 1IlUsole either as the result of gravity acting u:,on the organi .. 
or by any numBer of artificial means, the nsole will resist this pull. rus 
resistance forces the muscle to contract retlexl7. This contraction is 
called. the stretch reflex. The atterent neurons for this reflex originate 
in the muscle spincUe receptors ffAt1!Ml in the SUBstance of the wacle. The •• 
JIlUscle spindles are the tension receptors. These reflex contractions are 
proprieceptively med.iated. the nature of the stretch renex was first 
descriDe4 lt7 Lid4en at d Sherrington (1924). they eIIl'pleyed. the McereDrated 
animal in which exaggeration of postural tone facilitated elicitation of the 
response. From stUdies on decereDrate animals Sherrington conclude. that 
deoereDrate rigidity results from impulses arising from the 8UScle itselt, 
or that it is a "propr1oceJJtive- reflex. Sherr1ngton also show_ that the 
stretch reflex is most tully developecl in the anti-gravity group ot !lUscles, 
or the extensors. Included. in this group are the elevators of the mandi):)le. 
Sherrington and associates found that passl". extension ot a lIlUBcle in which 
the stretch reflex was elicited, produced small aotion currents. 
s 
Striated muscles are made up of many functional units. These are known 
as motor units. Egeh unit consists of a single motor neuron and the greup 
of muscle fibers which are innervated 1ty the axon. The size of the motor 
unit is determined DY the innervation ratio, e.g. the nu.mDer ot IllUscle tiDers 
supplied Dy one motor nerYe. The innervation ration varies consi4erably in 
various muscles. Adrian ani Brenk (1928), and Denny-Brown (1928) first 
succeeded in isolating the IlOtor unit as a functional part of a mscle. 
Adrian and. Bronk (1929), BY using micro-electrodes inserted into the "lly 
of a muscle, were a.le to reoorQ the discharges ot single or only a tew 
motor units from hUDlaD muscles d.uring voluntary ettort. They also conelud.e4 
that voluntary contractions in hWlWl muscle are in frequencies ranging troll. 
5 to 50 or more per second. Adrian and Bronk further point out that gradation 
of strength of discharge is Drought aDout ~ changes in frequency ot d18cbarge 
of each unit and DY the llUIlber ot units active. 
Sherrington and Eccles (1930) hacl shown that the action of muscle i8 
managed by the activation ot a portion ot the motor units available in a 
given muscle. Apparently, all the motor units are never active s1auJ.taneous17. 
Gradation of muscuJ.ar actint,. is a function of the D\I.IIber ot _tor units 
activated.. In normal aotivity the unit ot gradation of any given tYJM ot 
contraction is the fUnction ot the motor unit rather than ot a single muscle 
fi\)er. 
Smith (1934) studied the motor unit responses in the bieeps and triceps 
IllUsoles of normal subjects during voluntary contractions. Essentially, her 
6 
results agreed with those of Adrian and Bronk. During sustained. contractions 
she found that a motor unit might remain continuously active for .,prox1u.te17 
15 minutes without evidence of rotational actiTity. 
Lindale7 (1935) Glemonstrateli electrical silenoe in a relaxed. MUsole. Be 
also showed that during Tolunt8l7 oontraction the response of a lIlotor unit is 
characterized By a distinotive pattern of unifora ampliture and fairly regular 
rhythm. L1nd.sle7 also pointed wt that the two means .Y' which the strength 
of contractions are appraised. are change in frequencY' and. cUscharge in each 
unit and in the number of active units. The.e operate together through-out 
the range of contraction intensities. Change in frequency" is proul,- the 
most delicate grading mechania. and change in DWBber of active units the 
most etfective. 
HoY'era (1949) was the first to conduct an el.ectrorqographic study ot 
the masticatory MUsculature. He studiea mandibular retrusion electro~ograp~-
1c&11,. and he found that the posterior fibers of the temporal muscle elicited. 
greater activi ty- than 414 the other portions of that wscle in various 
excursions of the mand1.le. Be ·.eUeve4 that this was the cause of the 
retruded. lIanciibular p.s1tien in certain tYlMs of mal.celusions. Later, (19$0), 
Mo;rers followed. up his first study with a similar study on subjects having 
a normal. dento-laoial complex and. he made the following observations, The 
external pterygoid. muscle is the first to displ$f an, activity in an opening 
movement of the mandible and the digastric MUsole contraots a traction of a 
second later. In some sultjeots, the anterior fibers of the temporal musole 
1 
were also found to contract when the mandible was opened. During voluntary 
protraction of the mandible there was some activity in the anterior temporal 
fibers. During voluntary retraction, middle and posterior fibers ot the 
temporal muscle shovea increased activity. Likewise, the digastric muscle 
was active eliciting stretch potentials. Retraction of the mandible from 
rest evoked stronger action potentials from the posterior and middle fibers 
of the temporal muscle. The digastric muscle demonstrated an almost uniform 
type ot activity in all mandiBular movements. The role of the digastric 
muscle is that of regulating the movements of the mandible rather than 
initiating these movements. The digastric MUscle does not initiate mandiBular 
depression, it, however, BringS the opening movements ot the mandiBle to a 
synchronous completion. Moyers describes the opening movements of the 
mandiDle on a patient whose digastrio muscles were removed. In this case, 
the opening movements were very jerky" and erratic. 
Sicher (1949) described the topography ot the temporal muscle as follows. 
'l'b.e fan-shaped temporal 1IlUscle has its origin in a wide 
field on the la.teral surface of tee skull which is surrounded 
by the interior temporal line. This fielei, the temporal groove, 
comprises a narrow strip' of the parietal bone, t he greater part 
of the temporal squama, the temporal surface of the frontal Done, 
and the temporal surface of the greater Wing of the sphenoiGi Mne. 
Some fibers may arise trom the most :posterior part of the temporal 
surface of the trentoqheno1d process of the zygomatic bone. On 
the spheno14 Done the field of origin reaches GGKDWard to, and 
inclUding, the infratemporal crest. In addition, many muscle 
fibers originate from. an apofteUrOsis fused. to the inner surfaoe 
of the te~oral fascia. especially in its upper part. 
'!'he hundels of the temporal muscle conerge toward the 
opening between the ~gomatic arch and the lateral surface of 
the skull, in the center of which the apex of the c.remold process 
is situated. The anterior filaers which form the laulk of the 
MUscle are verticalJ the fibers in the middle part of the 
muscle are increasingly obliqQe. The most posterior fiDe~ 
run almost horizontally forward to _end in tront ot the 
articular eminence aownward and forward to reach the mandiBle. 
As in the masseter muscle, the flesh of the temporal l'IlU8cle is 
divided by deep ten«1Dous plates. The MUScle fiDers are, 
therefore, actually much shorter than most illustrations 
indicate but are longer than those of the masseter 1IUscle. 
The insertion of the muscle occupies the corenoid process 
and reaches down to the ramus of the mandible. The terminal 
tendon is, in part, an extension of the coronoid process into 
the muscle J and. IIlUscle tiDers insert to this tendinous plate 
on its lateral and medial surface. This tendon is attached 
to the coronoid process at its apex and posterior slope t. 
the deepest point of the semilunar notch.. Other fiDers of 
the muscle insert en the outer surface of the coronoid. 
process and two groups ot fibers send their tendons far down 
towar« the posterior end ot the alveolar process. These two 
tendons are separated from. each other by a downward wi4.ning 
cleft. The outer or superficial tendon is attached. to the 
anterior boreler of the coronoid process md mancU.Dular ramus. 
The inner or deep tendon is inserts« to the temporal crest .t 
the mandible. The deep tendon is, as a rule, stronger and. 
longer than the superficial. It juts medially and. reaches 
downwarci into the region of the lower wisdom tooth. The 
retroaelar tossa of the mancU.ltle .etween the superficial and. 
deep tendon is tree trom the insertion ot the temporal IllU.8cle. 
It has already aeen mentioned that the most superfioial 
ana, at the same time, sbortest fiBers of the temporal DlUscle, 
in part arising from the inner surface of the .,..gOlUtic arch, 
and. the deepest tibers ot the masseter I1Uscle are tunci ani 
together torm tbe sygomatico-aan«tDular muscle. 
8 
Sicher (1949) descriB.d the topographT ot the digastric muscle as follows, 
As indicated. b1 the term, the digastric musole consists of 
two fleshy parts, a posterior and an anterior oelly whioh are 
connected BY a strong round tendon. The posterior belly arises 
from the mastoid notch medially to the mastoid process; the 
intermediate tendon is tixecl t.o the h70ia Bone, and. the anterier 
Delly f'inds its attachment in the digastric groove or the 
man&le at its lower Dorder close to the miclline. The two 
.ellies of the muscle form an obtuse angle. 
The posterior belly is mucb longer than the anterior Delly, 
almost circular in cross section, and only slightly n.:r!Jtened 
in lateromedial direction. Gradually tapering anteriorly, the 
posterior belly continues into the round intermed.iate tendon. 
The anterior "l1y, arising :t'roa the intel'!Udiate tencion, 
is much shorter than the posterior. It consits, in most 
individuals, ot a thicker lateral and a thinner medial part. 
Its insertion to the mandi~le is partly fleshy and partly 
tendinous. The transverse d.iameter of the anterior Dell,. varies 
considerably. If this part of the muscle is Drea", right and 
left muscles tOllch or almost touch each other at their insertiOR. 
It the anterior 'belly ot the d.igastric is narrow, there is a 
distance Between right and. left muscle and the su'bmett. al region 
is not triangular but irregularly quad.rUateral. 
The intermediate tendon is not directly attached. to the 
hyoid \Jone lrut is fastened to it B,. a strengthened fibers of the 
cervical fascia which font a loop areund. the tenon, sometimes 
separated from it .y a synovial wrsa. The fi.ers of this pulley 
are attached to the greater horn ancl the lateral part of the Doq 
of the hyoid bone. The length of the fascial loop varies consia-
eroly; thus, the distance of the tendon from the hyoid. 80ne and 
the angle 'between the posterior and anterior .ellies of the digas-
tric muscle also varies. The longer the loop and. the greater, 
therefore, the distance 'Detween hyoid 80ne and tendon, the more 
o'btuse is the angle .etween the two Del11es or the IlUscle. 
9 
Carlsco (1952) inYestigatea the electrical activity of the anterior 
and posterior fibers ot the temporal mscle in response to loads which tended 
to protraat the mandiBle from a resting position. He found that loads und.er 
.5 kg. produced no registrahle tJlectrical activity in &nT portion of the 
temporal muscle. 
Ralston and. Libet (1953) found that a muscle m~ be stretched to 
about 150% of its resting length without eliciting artT cletectaltle electrical 
activity_ These authors felt that the response to stretch quoted .y 
Shernngton and associates could have Deen due to a very sharp stretch 
produced ey manipulation of their subject. 
10 
Shpuntotf and Shpuntofr (1956) found that when one muscle ot the 
mastioatory mechanism was at physiologic rest, electrioal silenee oould _e 
demonstrated in all the muscles ot this myotatic unit. 
Hickey, Woeltet, and R1near (1957) pointed out the tnfiuence of over-
laDoing electrical fields on the interpretation of electrom.yograms. With 
surface electrodes, the electrom.:yogram !li, .. ~:..ttF'3 a change in potential 
between the two electrode.. The placement or two electrodes over an area 
containing several JlUscle. in close prox1ldty to euh other will result in 
a myogram whioh ind1cates a obange in potential in all the muscle. ill the 
area rather than in any ind.i:rldual IlUScle. 
Hickey. Stacy, and. R1Dear (19S7) oonf1rmecl Moyers' ooservation that in 
an opening movement of the 1IRD.d1lale the suprallyoid 1l11801es exhi.ited great 
electrioal activity 0.1 sec. after similar activity in the external pter,ygoid 
muscles. They also st·atea concerning the interpretation at elect~ograpk1o 
resul ts , that I 
It is important to note that electrom;yography does not 
indicate what a !!lUsole does as far as movement ot a part is 
concerned. It indioates only an increase or deorease in the 
eleotrical aotivity ot a part. It a mandibular wscle is 
contracting isometrioally, it is not shortening in length, 
and hence is not active as a mandiDular mover. It will .. ot 
course, show a detinite inorease in electrical activity. In 
such a case it is acting to hold. the mandible in a particular 
position or in a stabilizing capacity. Therefore, it is 
essential that a kncnrled.ge or the origin 8.nd insertion ot the 
muscles studied be added to clinical o'bservation in order to 
draw conclusions trom E.JI.G. tracings. 
Jarabak (19,7) in an electroll\Yographic study ot mandi'Dular lIUseular 
behavior observed rather violent muscular activ1ty in both anterior and 
posterior fibers of the temporal muscle and in the d.igastric muscle when 
11 
the mandible was forcibly retruded BY the operator or by the SUBject. He 
believes that this reaction was a co-oontraction of agonist and. antagonist 
muscles alike in an attempt to fix the temporound1lm.la.r joint thus counter-
aoting the force which was attempting to displaoe the mandible distally. 
Jaraaak demonstrated eleotro~ograph1c silence in the masticatory muscles 
during very slow phasic movement s. We may deduce frolll these findings that 
the electrolll)"ograph is not sensitive enough to record motor activity of verr 
alow mandiltu1b.r ;''loverents, although it is legical to assume that muscle 
activity is present in Dringing altout such movements. He also shewed, as 
did. Moyers and others, electrical sUenee at rest. 
CHAFTER II 
METHOD AND MATERIALS 
A. Selection of Subjects 
Six suDjeots ranging in age trom 24 to 31 wera seleota .. tor this stu.q. 
All subjects were stud.clts in the Orthod.ontic d.epartment of I..oyola Univers1ty 
Sohool ot Dent.1str;y. Each subject exh1.1ted a normal antero-pesterior 
relation of the max111ar.v and. lland1Dular teeth to each other. 
B.. Elect.rodes 
SUver diso electrodes, 3/8 inch in diameter, were used in this etucl,y. 
Electrodes were placed. over the flesh,. portion of the right and. lett 
'Posterior te.,oral Escle tilMrs, the right and left Jdddle temporal 1IIWtcle 
fibers, and the right and lett anterior temporal MUscle 1'1lPera (Fig ... l). 
A clip type reference eleotrode was affixed to the ear lobe on either side. 
In addition, eleotrodes were placed over the right and lett anterior port1ons 
of the digastric auscle just posterior to the inferior border ot the body of 
the DIlndible near the midline. 
c. Technic for Electrode Placement 
Where h air was present, an area 'Was shaved to ~e the sldn for 
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FIGURE 1 
ELECTRODE PlACEMENT 
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electrode placement. The skin in the selected area was washed with soap, 
water anel acetone. This procedure re1'llOves'dermal oils which procluce skin 
resistances too high for accurate reoordin&s. An attempt was made to reduce 
skin resistance laelow 3000 olas in all areas using a S1IIpeOl1 Clumleter (Fig. 2). 
Each electrode was attached to the skin with fiexi.l. coUMicm (Fig. ). 
A!ter the collodion dr1e., ottner electrolyte jelly was injected uMer the 
electrode through a small hole in the latter. Introduction ot the electrolyte 
jelly under the electrode was accomplished with a .lunt .040 hypodermic 
needle attached to a tuer lock syringe (1'1&. 4). The ear 1 •• es were prepared. 
tor electrode placement as previously mentioned, however the electrolyte 
jelly was placed. ci1rectly em the l .. s, and the cli, type reference electrodes 
were then aftixed. A. Cround electro4le was attached to the ventral aspect ot 
the forearm. 
D. Intraoral Hooks 
Orthodontic elastics ot yarious SiHS were used to evaluate the 8ehavior 
of the temporal and digastric muscles to an oDlique :pull (intermaxillary) 
on the teeth. The elastics were attached to the teeth 87 means ot eight 
small hooks made ot .022 sta1nl.ess steel wire (Flg. 5). Each hook was 
attached to the teeth D7 Blems ot nylon ligature which was passed through 
the tooth contact pOints and tied around the respective teeth several times. 
Each subject had hooks placed on the laDial side distal to each first molar 
tooth and me sial to eac h cuspid tooth. rhe hooks were set )0 DIll. apart 
Between maxillary and mandilaular teeth when the jaws were at rest. As a 
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result of the arrangement of intraoral hooks, bilateral elastics could. .e 
worn in two couinations: 1. From the upper molar to the lower cuspid. so 
called class III elastics. 2. From tlB lower molar to the upper cuspid, so 
called class II elastics. None of the hooks interfered. With teeth in the 
opposing jaw when median occlusal position was reached. 
E. Elastic Seal. 
To assess the effects of f11fferent l.ada on the temporal mel digastric 
muscles illterent size elastics were USN. 
The pull of these elutics was as tollowsl 2$0 g., )2$ g., ancl 400 g. 
respectivel)" for a 30 JIll. distance. .An elastic scale .. used. t. select 
elastics ot un1.term pull. The scale consists ot a alicl1rl& hook aDd. pointer 
which travels over a lUle ,ra_ted. in milli_tera. This is aet into a 
plastic container IIeUUl" 1ng approJdaateq 3x3xS inche.. The sUding hook 
had a n)"lOll thread. tied. to it which 1:a tum ran over a pull.,.- attache. to 
the edge of the plastic centainer. Weights were attached. to the nylon thread. 
outside the container (l'1g. 6).· 'l'Ile _t1re aechani_ inside the container 
was iDlll8rse. in water at approx1llately 98· r •• 0 t.bat _th ceatitien. coul.d 
'" simulated. .An elastic was attachea to a fixed hook and the sliding hook 
with a given weight outside the container stretching the elastic to the pre-
determ1necl clistame of )0 ma. Elastics Which )"ielud a aistance ot )0 _. to 
2~ g., )00 g., and 400 g. weights respectively were selected for this studf. 
The results of a stud1 investigating the variance within groups ot elastics 
nGURE 6 
ELAS'l'IC SCALE 
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are included in Appendix I (Tule XV), Appendix II (Tule XVI), AppenGix 
In (Tule XVII). 
F. Position of the SUDjects 
The suBject was place. into a Faraday cage where he was seated in a 
chair with a low back rest (11g. 7). Both the SuDject and the cage were 
grounded to eliminate extraneous interterence which might mask action 
potentials arising in the IllUscles. A mirror Which wu completely lIUke4 
except for a 1/8 inch wiele strip across its center vas placed in tront of 
the sUDject (rlg. 8). The auject ... instructed. to keep the reflection ot 
an imaginary line drawn thrOttgh the pupils of the eyes within the contines of 
the 1/8 inch wide strip of unmasked mirrer. Th1s .ethod. was used to eri_t 
the head on Frankfort Beriz.ntal nme. The SUBject vas instructed to 
maintain this position ciuring the reoord. taking preeeciure (lig. 9). 
G. Electronic Equipment 
Lead vires from each electrode were led into a terminal DOX situateci 
inside the Faraday cage. Froll this couree the muscle potentials were fed. 
into the amplitier s,ystem ot an otfner TYPe A. Encephalograph which was set 
to recorci high frequencies. The electroayograph consists of a power supply 
unit, an amplifier unit with six amplifiers and integrator UD1ts capaltle ot 
quantitating the output of the first three stages of amplification of aD1 
tour channels (Fig. 10). The integrated output is ted Dack into the aapl1.tier 
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unit for the fourth stage of amplification. 
When tte signal enters the integrator it is slightly amplified and is 
completely rectified whereupon it is sent into a capacitor. As the signal 
acCUlllUlates in this capacitor the voltage across its terminals increases 
slightly ana upon reaching a pre-determined level it fires a gas discharge 
tube. The f'iring of' this tube causes a momentary closure of relay contacts 
which discharge the aforementioned capacitor. After this discharge the 
capacitor is ready' to accept a new supply or energy from the incoming signal. 
Accompanying this closure of' contacts a single pulse was sent from the 
integrator to the pen writer. From this it can be seen that each INlse 
recorded. \)y the pen writer corresponds to a detini te amount or electrical 
energy aecumu.l.&ted in the atorementioned capacitor. 
The output from. the amplifiers is monitored lily an audio unit, a cathode 
• 
ray oscilloscope and is record.et1 for study on a 6 pen crystograph ink writer 
nth a variable speed paper drive. In this study a 2.5 em./sec. paper speed 
was usect. Four channels (Fig. 11, C, D, E, F) were integrated while the 
remaining two channels were used f'or monitoring (Fig. 11, A, B). 
The instrument was caliBrated prior to each run and after each run 
(Fig. l2). Known signals of 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, l2S, ISO, 200, 250, 
300, and 400 microvolts were put into the instrument in that order and. the 
denection of' th.e pens was recorded f'or each signal. A time ease marker 
with its own pen attached to the erystograph promeed. deneotions on the 
paper at 0.1 sec. intervals in order to check the accuracy of the paper 
speet1 (Fig. 13). 
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H. Method. 
Each individual was sUbjected. to eight treatments or exercises. EYer;y 
exercise was performed. in four positions. Tbe following table illustrates 
the various activitiesl 
TABLE I 
'l'REATMENTS (ELASTICS) 
lone lone 0 0 1 I 2X 2X 
"0" elastic exerts 400 g. ef terce at JO ma. 
"X" elastio exert. 32$ g. of foroe at )0 _. 
"21 ft elastic exerts 2$0 g. of force at 30 _. 
Class II elastic extends from tne upper canine tooth to the lower first 
molar tooth taMing to protract the mandiltle. 
Class III elastic extends frOlR the lower canine tooth to the upper first 
molar tending to retraot the mandl8le. 
In order to a.tain validity of inference from the statistical analysis 
complete randomization was emplo,ye4 in determining the sequence of exercise. 
and posi tiona for each 8uDject. Two exercises using no elastics were us .. 
for purposes of symmetry in the statisti~al analysis. 
When the sequenoe of exeroises was determine« through the use of a 
randOlll IlUlIiDers talrtle the auDject was seated. in the Faradq cage and prepare« 
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for the record-taking procedure as descri.ed previous17. The selection of 
various channels to recori the a.ctivity of specific muscles was also done 
on a random .asia for each exercise. The subject was instructed to rest 
until little or no msc1e activity was discemi.1e. At this point each 
exercise was Degun having the sultject perform five duplications for each 
position with a short rest period .etween repetitions. A permanent record 
of each aotivity was taken on Offner Cha", No. IS8 paper (Figs. 14, 1S, 16, 
17). Atter the last exercise a final oali.ration of the instl"'l.mllHlt was clone 
in a manner previously descriaed. 
I. Statistical Discipline 
Because of equipment limitations, only four _scles could ae studied. at 
one time. It was very e&fIT, however, 1;0 swi toh the seoond set ot toar into 
the circuit without distUl"lting either the subject or the apparatus. In er .. r 
to m1n1m1ze the effect of these incomplete blocks upon the main effects, 
cOlllplete randomization was amp1oyed.. To accomplish this the foj~01d.ng steps 
were taken: 1. The treatments :were established in a random sequence. 
2. Since a "alock" consisted of a series of readings taken on four ampli-
.t)'ing and integrating channels, a group of four muscles chosen at ran«a was 
assigned randomly to the four channels to complete the second. Dlock. 3. flut 
sequence of activities was chosen at random for each block and. was recorded 
along with these other assignments upon a master pregram sheet for each 
treatment a.s shown in '1'a.l. II. 
BITE 
FIGURE 14 
ELECTROMYOORAPHIC RECORDING OF "BItE" ACTIVITY 
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SECOND 
BLecK 
It was expected that the elata, wren reduced to numerical form, would be 
su'bjected to the appropriate analysis 0 f variance and to the necessary treat-
m.ent compa.risons. 
The activity of the temporal and digastric muscles toward the cessation 
of each activity and iDllls«iately afterwarD was under consideration 1n this 
studT. The point at which each activity ceased. was first determined. A 
range of 1 1/2 seconds on either 'side of this point was taken as comprising 
a)-second perlod ot trace which is used in the statistical analysis (J'1g. ll~ 
'the data are reauce« to pips/second tor each muscle a.nd each activity. The 
reduced data are recorded on a work sheet. Further red;uction or the clata to 
microvolt seconds is done 'by means of ca.li~ration curves which are plotted 
trom initial and final calibrations of the electromyographic instrument for 
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each sUBject (Fig. 18). 
The oalibration curves are obtained as follows t A signal generator 
was used to feed a.c. signals into the electromyograph in the following 
increment s : 10 M. V • J 20 MV., 40 MV'., 60 Hi., 80 MY'., 100 MIl., 125 MY'., 
1,0 MV., 200 MV., 250 MV., 300 MV., 400 MV. A. traoe about 30 cm. long for 
eaoh increment of voltage was taken. A. 4-second. portion of the trace was 
used. to determine the pips/sec. produced .y the pens for any given signal. 
The pips/see. were plotted on the vertical axis of the graph While the 
energy in microvolt seconds was plotted on the horizontal axis. In order 
to express the energy in microvolt-secoMs, each value of input was multiplied. 
'by .636. This factor represents the ratio of the average value over a cyole 
to the peak value of a rectified sine wave. The ,lotted points desoribed a 
ourve from which su.sequent uta expressed in pi~s/8eoond. could. De reduoed 
to miorovolt seconds. The first half of the data for each suDject was 
reduced from the initial cali.ration graph. 
A histogram survey of the data expressed in miorovolt-seoonds revealed. 
that the sample was not taken from a normal distrll)ution (Fig. 19). 
Transformation of these data Decame necessary to insure a sample whioh would. 
meet the requirement s of the analy"sis of variance (Fig. 20). This was 
accomplim ed lty OBtaining the square root of each reading in microvolt-
seconds. These transformed. data were sUBjeoted to the analysis of varianoe 
in the conventional manner (TABLE In, TABLE IV, TABLE V). The principal 
sources of variation in this experiment are expected to he the following: 
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1. !mscles (4 groups and 2 slu8). 2. freatlllents (0, I, 2X elastics, 
class II and class III). Secon4iary sOI1rces ot variation nll ae introduced. 
as a result of various interaction and variations Detween au.jeots. Inter-
action is a condition which oauses the eftects ot one tnatunt to lte 
radically different when used with various levels of a seoond treataent rather 
than .sing additive. '!'he residue mean' sq\lal'e will ae a measure of experi-
118ntal error against which to test the other mean squares. The variance 
ratio may ae defineci as the ratio of two esM . mates of variance or mean 
squares. Each estimate of variance <_an square) is oatained. by tiTiting 
the appropriate segment of the total SUll of squares a7 the corresponding 
degrees of freedom. Degrees of freed_ are determined in accordance witll 
the rules for this anal.ysis SCheMe 'l'be asterisks affixed to the ~rical 
values of variance ratio indicate the presence ot si&n1ficance at the 0 ... -
Tentional levels. 
The llediWl in this exper1ment wUl include Lett and Right Al'lterior; 
H1dcD.e, Posterior Temporal and Digastric MuclesJ 0, I, 2I class II and 
class III elastics. 
!he quantity to Measure consist. ot voltages ,reducM By the Tarious 
_eles and the time <i1r1ng wDich tilese voltage. are em1 tteci. The ti_ 
factor refers to a 1 1/2 second internl on either side of the cessatien 
point ot act1vit)r (lig. 11). 
The statistical analYsis will determine whether the fbllowing null 
~othes.s will be accepted or rejecteda 
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1. There is no ditteranoe in energy output trom the 4 ~scle groups. 
2. '!'here is no difterence in enerO' output trom 1INsoles on the right 
or lett 8ide. 
3. There is no ditterence in the energy output of the mscles as a 
result of the application of trea.tments (0, I, 2X class II anei 
class III elastics). 
An additional null hypothesis ntq be fOl"lmllate4l concemi.n& variance 
aetween subjects (Replications). 
1. There is no difference in energy output from the muscles ot 
d.1fterent su'8jeots. 
In atlci1tion to the analysis ot variance, treatment comparisons were 
made to determine signit1eant differences aetween the control and treatments, 
class II and. class III elastics, between 0 and 2I elastics in the class II 
and class III categories, and. itetween I elastics and the sum of 0 and. 2X in 
clus II and class III. (TABLE VI, TABLE VII, TABLE VIII, AND TABLE IX). 
These COMparisons were specified aefore the experiment was aegun and. are 
known as independent comparisons. which can De made a. means of the anal1'Sis 
of variance. Comparison of aehav10ur between various Musole Groups is skown 
in Tules I, II, and. III. The average eutpu,t voltages of muscle groups 
expressed. in microvolt seconds are shown in Ta.le XIII. The results of a 
previous study showing variance aetween elastics of sim.Uar grouping is shown 
in A.ppendix I (Talale XV) AlflMIldix II (T.Dle XVI), and. Apperulix III (Tule 
IVII). 
Treatment coaparisons were made for all exercises. Th. exeroise "K" 
did. not lend it self to the analysis of 'Variance •• oanse of the presence .t 
many zero readings. 
CHAP'rER III 
EXPERlMEN'fAL RESULTS 
The eleotrom,ographio recoras of the six sUBjeots were taken on ottner 
ahart ••• lSS paper (Fig. 11). A 3 second. trace, chosen ra."ldamly. was used 
in the statistical analysis (Fig. 11). The pips/sec. for each second of 
this 3 second period were recorded on a data sheet. Fro. a caliBration of 
each channel (Fig. 12) it was !l>ossiltle to create calH,ration curves (Fig. 18) 
which were used to recb:lce the data from pips/sec. to IIlicrovolt seconds. 
Transformation af these data wu necessary to t'ulfill one of the u8Wllptions 
underlying the analysis of variance, i.e. that the data De taken trom a 
normal distrioution (Fig. 20). The transformed uta were gathered into a 
work sheet representing the sua total far all subjects performing a given 
exercise. These transtorDled data were ftDjectect to the analysis of Yariance. 
'tule III, IV, and V show the results of fAe statistical treatment of the 
Bite, Open, and Swallowing exercises respectively. The "Mit exercise was 
not sUDjecteci to the analysis of variance Mcause many zero reading appeared 
in the data. 
Tales III, IV, and V show that' or variance ratios of the main eltects 
(muscles and treatments) and also of various interactions and secondar,y 
sources of variation. 
Taale VI, VII, VIII, and IX show treatment cOJllparisona .etween the 
various elastics, classes, and the control (no elastics), using the appropriate 
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partitions of variance. The mean square attriltutalDle to each of the various 
comparisons will &e tested against the error mean square. 
Tables I, II, and III illustrate oOllparisons of activity oetween the 
various muscle groups (Post. T8l'IlpGral, Mid.dle Temporal, Anterior Temporal, 
and Digastric). Asterisks affixed to the Ie an squares indicate the presence 
of significance at the conventional levels. 
TaDle IIII contains average output voltages of muscle groups expressed 
in IIlicrovolt seconds. Tole nIX also shows the u,per and lower l1m.its 
representing the 9,~ confidenoe lim! tB of the mean. TheBe data were _tained. 
lIy squaring oertain entries found in the transfol"Dled uta. 
Tule XIV oontains average output voltages of the treatments, sides, 
and replications expressed in miOHy.I.t seoond.8. 
Justifioation for seleoting elastios of a uniform pull was sought in 
a previous experiment. The renl ts of t hat study' showing marked. Tarianae 
Between elastios of similar groupings are shown in A.ppendix I (Tule XV), 
Appendix II (raDle XVI), Ap,endix III (1aa1e IVII). 
!Oli'Ce of. 
Variation D.F. 
MtECLBS (7) 
Groups 3 
Sides 1 
Groupe x 
Sides 
Interaotion .3 
TRFATMEHTS 6 
Classes x Sides 
Interaction 1 
Groups x Classes 
Interaction 3 
Replications 5 
Dupl1cates 384 
Residue 361 
(Error) 
Total 767 
TABLE III 
ANALYSIS r:N VARIANCE TABLE 
BrrE 
S,S, M.S, 
(4266.6.31) 609.519 
4251,200 1417.066 
10.29) 10.293 
5.l44 1.714 
53.117 8.852 
10.977 10.977 
12.373 4.124 
7175.35) 14.35.070 
588.431 1.532 
3068.055 8.498 
15174.943 
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Variance Ratio 
0:> 
71.124 iHHt 
166.752 *** 
1.211. 
.201 
1.041 
1.291 
.485 
168.871 *** 
.lBO 
Source of 
Var1ation D.l. 
HUSCLES (7) 
Groups 
.3 
Sides 1 
Groups x 
Sides 
Interaction 
.3 
TREl1MENTS 6 
Classes x Sides 
Interaction 1 
Groups x Classes 
Interaction 3 
Replications 5 
Duplicates 384 
Residue 
(Error) 361. 
Total 767 
TABLE IV 
AIlLYSIS (J! V}.RIAl«:E TABLE 
OPEN 
S.S. M.S. 
(2700.7CJ1 ) 385.828 
2590.005 863.335 
59.130 59.1.30 
51.662 17.220 
20.496 .3.Ll.6 
.642 .642 
5.874 1.958 
1788.9Ol 357.780 
491.513 1.279 
2549.724 7.062 
7557.947 
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V8Hance Liio 
er) 
54.634 *** 
122.250 *** 
8.372 *'fnt 
2.438 
.483 
.090 
.277 
50.662 *H 
.181 
!oure. of 
Variation D.F. 
Jm3CIJB (7) 
Groups 
.3 
Sides 1 
Groups x 
Sides 
Interaction 
.3 
TREATMENTS 6 
Classes x Sides 
Interaction 1 
Groups x Classes 
Interactions 
.3 
Replications 5 
Duplications 384 
Residue .361 
~Error) 
Total 767 
TABLE V 
ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE TABLE 
SW.ALL<A' 
S.S. M.S. 
(l437.675) 205 • .382 
1416.201 472.067 
14.104 14.104 
7.370 2.4$6 
29.495 4.916 
3.170 3.170 
18.804 6.268 
1202.470 240.494 
241 • .3ll .628 
1502.592 4.162 
44.35.517 
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Variance LIlo 
(F) 
49 • .346 *** 
113.423·*** 
3.388 
.590 
1.181 
.761 
1S06 
57.783 *** 
.150 
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TABLE VI 
TREATMEN'l' COMPARISOlf3 
BITE 
(!ompa.risons OontroI b ,., ! 2f lS ! 2! s.s. 
• 
m nI III II II II 
1 alt .---
, eontirol minus 
Treatments (192)3 
-96 -96 -96 ... 96 -96 -96 18.978 
'1'reaUaent III 
:wdr!,. Treataent II 0 +96 +96 +96 -96 -96 -96 .817 
Class III 
2(1) - (0 + 21:) -(96) +(2)96 15.047 
Class II 
2(1) .. (0 + 21) -(96) +(2)96 
-96 1.425 
Class III 
0- 2X 96 -96 .306 
Class II 
o - 2X -96 16.h8) 
Total Due to Treatments 53.117 
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TABLE VII 
TREATMENT Cct1PARISONS 
OPEN 
Comparisons Control 0 X 2! 6 X 2f 8.S. 
III III III II II II 
3 control minus 
Treatments (192)3 
-96 -96 -96 -96 -96 -96 .371 
Treatment m 
minus Treatment II 0 +96 +96 +96 -96 -96 ... 96 .634 
Class III 
2(1) - (0 + 21) -(96) +(2)96 7.874 
Cla.ss II 
2(1) - (0 + 21) -(96) +(2)96 
-96 8.824 
Class III 
o - 2I 96 -96 1.097 
Class II 
o - 2X 96 -96 1.690 
Total Due to Treatments 20.496 
C<XIlp&riaOl'l8 Control 
l control mim:Is 
Treatments (192)3 
T'J:'eaiiment m 
minus Treatment II 0 
elMs III 
2(X) - (0 + 2X) 
Class II 
2(1) - (0 + 2X) 
Class III 
o - 2I 
Class n 
o - 2X 
TABLE VIII 
TREATMENT COMPARISONS 
~ 
0 I 2X 
m III III 
-96 -96 -96 
+96 +96 +96 
-(96) +(2)96 
-96 
96 -96 
0 X 
n II 
-96 -96 
-96 -96 
-(96) +(2)96 
Total Due to Treatments 
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a: S.S. 
II 
-96 3.174 
-96 • .3S6 
8.id+8 
... 96 8.859 
2.5.30 
-96 6.128 
29.495 
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TABLE IX 
TREATMENT COMPARISOm 
cOirtparisons Control 0 X 2f 0 X 2X S.5. 
III m III II II II 
. 
3 control minus 
Treatments (192)3 -96 -96 -96 -96 -96 -96 S4.340 
'fi"eannent III 
minus Treatment II 0 +96 +96 +96 -96 -96 -96 1.344 
Class nI 
2(X) - (O + 21) -(96) +(2)96 -96 27.166 
Class IT 
2(1) - (o + 2X) -(96) +(2)96 
-96 2.754 
Class III 
o - 2X 96 -96 .146 
class II 
o - 2X 96 -96 7.$21 
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TABLE X 
MUSCLE GROUPS C :11PARITON 
BITE 
(; omparis().."lS Ant. Temp. Mid. Temp. Post. Teap. Dliast:ric 5.5. 
-------
Te'1Ilporal minus 
Digestric .. 192 
-192 -192 3(192) 35J.3.979 *** 
Post. Tenporal 
minus Ant. 
Temporal 
-192 0 192 0 665.104 *** 
2 (Mid. Temp.) 
minus (Post. Temp. 
plus Ant. Temp.) 
-192 2(192) -192 0 72.117 *** 
Total. Due to Treatments 4251.200 
S4 
TABLE XI 
11USCLE GROUPS COMPARISON 
OPEN 
~ompaasons Ant. Temp. Mia. Temp. Post. Temp. fiigastrlc S.S. 
Temporal minus 
Digastric -192 -192 -192 3(192) 2405.577 *** 
Post. Temporal 
minus Ant. 
Temporal -192 0 192 0 183.763 *** 
2 (Mid. Temp.) 
minus (Post. Tanp. 
pl.:tS Ant. Tanp.) -192 2(192) -192 0 .665 
Total Due to Treatments 2590.00s 
Comparisons 
Tmporal minus 
Digastric 
Post. Temporal 
111inus Ant. 
Temporal 
2 (l'rid. Temp_) 
minus (Post. Temp. 
plus Ant. Temp.) 
TABLE XII 
MUSCLE GROUPS Cl'fPARISON 
Ant. Temp. Mid. Temp. Post. 'femp. !5igastric S .5. 
-192 -192 -192 3(192) 1300.086 ~"* 
-192 o 192 o 
-192 2(192) -192 o 
Total Due to Treatments 1416.201 
T.,\.BIE XIII 
AVERAGE OU'fP(l'r V:.iLTAGES :2i:' ~1USCLE GROUPS 
EXPRESSm IN I1ICROVOU SmONDS 
MUSCLE aRoms ACTIVITIES 
*-
--,-----_ ............... ,_ .... +-"--- SwSi1!!!ij'- ~ -Bite 
Anterior Temporal. )8.51h4 65.4$8$ 273.7221. 
35.0168 59.5459 260.2488 
31.6856 53 .. 8859 247.ll55 
Middle Temporal 39.8644 75.90.34 255.3316 
36.)039 69.49S2 242.3246 
32.9100 63.3695 229.6576 
Posterior TeIDlpOral 35.018) 89.7955 193.5551 )1.6865 82.81)0 182.2524 
28.5212 16.1132 1n.2897 
Diga.qtric 85.82JJ 165.0579 1ll.0658 
80.5583 155.5410 102.5451 
15.4618 146.3066 94.364.5 
-~ .. -- .. 
_ .. 
.--, 
Tha middle figure in each group represents the .mean. Sign1flcanc~ of 
the figures to four decimal places resulted frClll squaring the transformed 
data. The upper figure represents the upper limits representing the 95% 
confidence limits of the mean and tlle lower figure denotes the lower lindts 
representing the 9S% confidence limits of' the mean. The error of the mean, 
1Ih1ch, in this case, is the same as the standard deViation of the mean, was 
deriTed as follews: 
TABLE XIII (COO.) 
Low Limit (MVS) • [T 71\ ~ ~ ~~~J 
High L.iJa1 t (MVS) • ['1' +d / (14 ]2-
I'bo. obe. 
T • Transfol'l'l.led mean 
~. stalXiard deviation of mean 
c? Transformed error variance 
MVS • Microvol.t seconds 
TABLE XIV 
AVERAGE OUTPUT VOLTAGES OF TREATI4ENTS, SID$~ AND 
REPLICATIONS EXPP.,ESSED "i:N :t-rrCR')VOLT SEX;ONDS 
TRFATMENTS 
OPDl 
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lone lone 0 (1 X t 2X 2X 
Class II Class In Class II Class III Class n Class III Class II Class III 
. , 
99.0h42 99.9900 
88.7514 89.6468 
79.02)2 79.8681 
93.5843 103.0306 102.7993 
83.5871 92.5270 92.3078 
7h.lS44 82.5881 82.3810 
BITE 
94.5561 97.2491 
84.5057 87.0526 
75~198 77.4206 
99.9840 
89.6411 
79.8628 
'IOiii Bone 0 (1 I X 2X tf 
Clus II Class m Clasa II Class III Class II Class m Class II Class In 
211.9586 219.4605 199.3518 209.8470 203.4321 194.9151 216.2429 207.5357 
195.3257 202.5298 183.2314 193.2989 187.1451 178.9789 199.4393 191.0808 
179.3724 186.2788 167.7905 177.4303 171.5366 163.7222 183.3153 175.3055 
.* 
lone Hone 0 6 -- I I :ft 2I 
Class II Class III Class II Class III Class II Class III Class II Class III 
47.7646 
42.2968 
37.1612 
48.3706 50.5691 
42.8671 44.9382 
37.6959 39.6396 
54.0019 45.6165 
48.1774 40.2767 
42.6853 35.2693 
47.2037 
41.7690 
36.6666 
'fABLE XlV (CONT.) 
SIDES 
BITE OPElf SWA.LtGl 
Le:t't 202.7291 98.9726 46.1299 
194..5215 93.7721 45.8599 
186.4836 88.7119 43.1924 
196.1904 88.2397 44.9020 
188.1176 83.333l. 42.2630 
180.2145 78.5669 39.7038 
REPLICATIONS 
OPEtf 
Sub~ect III Sub~ect 112 SubJect 113 ~UI. .: ed~ 14 Sub~ect 115 Sub~ect 16 
l24.9789 95.8578 51.5782 89.4235 145.1808 90.9925 
ll4.9055 87.0619 45.1825 80.9352 134.3072 82.4282 
105.2552 78.6893 39.2101 72.8701 12).8568 74.2871 
BrrE 
~ubJeot #1 SUbJect #2 sub~eo~ ,3 su1?i1ect #4 SubJect liS SubJect 116 
280.8138 .324.1836 1)6.602) 219.17)2 246.0254 82.3556 
264.1600 306.2710 125.0639 204.4900 2.30.4536 73.4534 
24,8.0152 288.8674 114.0346 190.3158 215.3908 65.0603 
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TABLE XIV (CONT.) 
SWALLCW 
SubJect 11 SubJect 112 SubJect #3 SubJect #4 SubJect 112, SubJect 116 
50.8311 34.0810 37.0491 43.9144 92.7349 43.9343 
45.9209 30.0830 32.8753 39.3593 86.0590 39.3781 
41.2600 26.3343 28.9508 35.0535 79.6324 35.0712 
The middle figure in each group represents the m.ean. The upper figlJre 
represents the upper limits representing the 95% confidence liIlits of the 
_an and the lower figure denotes the lo"torer li.m.1 ts representing the 95% 
confidence l.iJ!Ili ts of the mean. The error of the mean was derived as ind1-
cated on page 57. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
A. General Considerations 
The ~urpose of this investigation was to determine the aehavior of the 
three divisions of the temporal muscle and the digastric muscle under the 
influence of elastic forces which were acting o8liquely to the occlusal plane 
of the teeth. The experiment was <!levised so that forces rancine from 250 g. 
to 400 g. Wluld tend to retract and prCJt:.raot the mmdi'ole. Forces ot this 
magnitude approximate those used in orthodontic therapy which is the clinical 
a~plioation of the experiment in which the author is ~articularly interested. 
Four activities (Bite, Swallow, Open, anti saying "M") were outlined f(Jr each 
of the six suDjeots. The period of activity just preoeding and following 
cessation of muscle voltage output while the mandi.le was assuming a relaxed 
position was statistically analyzed. Since the Temporal and Digastric muscles 
are involveti in mandibul~r posture, any force which tends to displace the 
mandible from a relaxed position should logically affect the activity of 
these muscles. The degree of aetivit.y is eX1'ressed in microvolt seconds 
which is a measure of the voltage output of the muscles under consideration. 
The electromyogram was the record of various muscle voltages ~roduced. 
Carlsoo (1952) conducted an electrOl'l\Voera,phic study of the mandiltular 
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elevators when the manii.le was displaced to various positions by weights 
ranging from .5 kg. to 1.$ kg. Protraction of the maneUble from a relaxed. 
position was one ot the positions under consideration. Carlsoo had. divided 
the temporal muscle into an anterior and posterior pertion which would. 
roughly corresponci to si.ndlar divisions in this investigation. He tound that 
forees under .5 kg. which tended to protract the mandiBle preduced no 
reg1strable effect upon the ?ortions of the temporal muscles which were 
Deing studied.. The forces used in this stuq range trem .2$ kg. to .4 kg. 
PUrthermore, Carlsoo found that a slightly protruded mandiBular }tosit1on 
resulted in the disappearance of an)'" activity noted in the temporal. muscle 
in the halDi tual relaxed. position. The results of this study seem to confirm 
Carlsoots ODservation that protraction of the maniible with light forces will 
pro4uce little or no differenoe in the Behavior of the temporal muscle. 
Tables VI, VII, VIII, an4 II indicate no sir;n1.t1cant difference 'between the 
control (no elastics) and the applioation of elastics. In other wortis, there 
vas no alteration in the electrical activiV of the temporal or digastric 
muscles as a result of the applioa~ion of various elastios. Likewise, there 
appeared to ae no signifioant d1fference in muscle voltage output whether 
class II elastics (protraction) or class In elastics (retraction) vas used. 
It must be emphasized that the oD,jeat of this st,udy was not an electrOll\YG-
graphic ap~raisal of the Temporal and Digastric muscles during the whole 
course of the various activities. An appraisal was mae only of the 
electrical activity produoed i~~dlately ,receding and following the instant 
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of cessation of the commandet activity. It was felt that any significant 
difference produced Dy tte elastics \vould be masked by other action 
potentials should an analysis be made of the entire phase of activity. 
The pnysics of the proBlem suggests that any force which would ten« 
to protract the mandi'}}1e (class II elastics) might elicit stretch potentials 
trom the posterior Temporal fibers and the Digastric muscle. This sup-
position is not Dome out .y the data obtained in this study which indicates 
no significant dU'ference in the behavior of the mnscles under consideration 
as a result of the application of various elastic forces to the mandible. 
Tables III, IV, and V indicate the results of the statistical analysis. 
These data seem to confirm the observation of Ralston and Libet (1953) that 
a muscle m~ he stretched a considerable distance without eliciting anT 
discernible electrical activity. 
On the ot.her hand, the analysis of variance has indicated a very highly 
significant difference between the voltage output of the various muscle 
groups as shown in Tables X, XI, and UI. These seemingly contradictory 
findings can be resolved as follows: The amount of activity shown 'by any 
of the muscle groups seems to depend upon the type of movement for which a 
given muscle is Dest suited anatom.ically, i.e. in the "Bite" activity, the 
anterior and middle temporals will produce more tension than the digastric 
MUscle. This difference in muscle voltage output between muscle groups is 
apparent even at the ena of the "Bite" activity when the manclible is seeking 
a relaxed position aecause the return to a point of electrical silence is 
gradual. The results of this study have shown that the various elastic 
forces which were applied to the mandn.le did. not alter, in any way, the 
Dehavior of any of the muscles under consideration. 
The following is a discussion of the principal sources of variation 
in the experimentl 
B. MUscles (Groups and Sides) 
Since there were eight different muscle portions recognized. in this 
experiment, they could De paired into four groups each containing a right 
and a lett portion. They could also be divided into two groups, right and 
left, each one containing all of the four muscle portions on its respective 
sides. These two kinds of groupings are shown in the analysis of variance 
Taales, UI, IV, and V. 
The analysis of var1ance has indicated that there is a highly signi-
ficant difference aetween the output voltages of the various muscle groups. 
The comparisons outlined in Tables X, n, and. XII indicate that nearly all of 
the lOgical comparisons reveal significant differences at the end of the 
Tanous comrr.anded. activities. When the middle temporal muscles were comparecl 
with the average of the 8.'lterior and the posterior temporal muscles the mean 
square was a minimulR in all three of the activities which were analyzed. 
This means that the output voltage of the middle portion ot the temporal 
muscle was just about equal to the average of the anterior and posterior 
6$ 
portions. 
Taele XIII shows the simple comparisons between th! outJNt voltages of 
the several muscle groups expressed in microvolt seconds together with the 
upper and lower limits representing the 95% confidence limits of the mean. 
These show most clearly tne differences in output of eleotrical energy trom 
the respective muscle groups. 
In general there was no significant difference Between the energy out-
puts of the hlrt and. right sides. The exception was the "Open" exercise 
where ttJ9re was a. highly significant difference as shown in falale IV. The 
right side developecl an average of 83.320 microvolt seconds while the left 
side developed an average of 9).760 microvolt seconds. One explanation for 
this phenomenon qht be the fact that in an opening movement the mandiBle 
was shifted laterallJr to ore side or the otMr. 
c. Treatments (Elastics) 
Difference in activity of the various muacles as a result of application 
of various elastic foroes was not significant. Tables VI, VII, Vln, and IX 
illustrate comparisons of various treatments. Ifo difference appearecl laetween 
Cl~8S III (retraction) and Class II (protraction) forces. However, it is 
difficult to visualize any marked. retrusion of the condyle into the fossa 
using light forces since a very limited mount of this movement uSllally 
requires a great amount of foroe. On this aas1s, any difference 1n activity 
of the Temporal or Digastric muscles would result from a forward displacement 
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of the mandible. Jarabak (1951) showed that a forecetul retrusion of the 
mandible will result in a violent response from the depressor and elevator 
1I1Uscles in an attempt to fix the temporomandil:ilular joint. A lack of such 
a response by the musculature in this instance suggests that the forces 
used were not of a magnitude to elicit a strong response. 
D. Interactions 
It is good practice to anticipate the presence of interactions in the 
result of an experiment and that was done in this ease. None of the 
interactions, however, proved to De significant and hence they could De 
considered as other estimates of the experimental error. 
E. Replica.tions 
Considera'ble variation was shown 'between suDjects. It is Delieved that 
patient subjectivity greatly contriButed to this condition. Differences in 
electrode Jlacement m~ De an important factor in this variation. As 
mentioned previously, head. position for all sU'jects was standardized through 
the use of a head positioner (Fig. 8). Consideragle variation in muscular 
activ.1. ty could. be due to faulty head orientation. An attempt was made, 
through the use of the positioner, to minimize this source of variation. 
All readings were taken in the l!:l.te afternoon or evening. Despite 
precautionary measures, significant differences existed between su~jects. 
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F. Duplicates 
As was mentioned under the Statistical Discipline, there ~~re four 
or five immedia.te repetitions of each exercise under as nearly j.dentioal 
conditions as possible. Selected at random from these tracings, two tracings 
were used in the analysis ot the data and are called WOuplioates". These 
provide a measure of the closeness 'With which the sultject could reproduoe 
his activity and the experimenter could reproduce his caliBration and data-
reduction processes. The standard error due to this much of the,preoess is 
only about 1/3 to 1/2 of the standard error derived from the sums of squares 
due to interactions. 
The Duplicates mean square does not represent the exper~nta1 error 
due to the attachement of the electrodes to each sU8ject and due to the 
intervention of time and other environmental factors which exert their random 
influences upon the results of the e~eriment. For this reason it is not 
Delieved to De valid estimate of error ~ainst which to test the main effects 
and interactions. 
G. Residue 
This includes all of the higher order interactions that are not 
specifically listed in the analysis of variance tables nlus all ot the 
experimental error. It is well known that the higher order interactiens do 
not generally exist in practice and hence the residue, when it contains many 
deJrees of freedom, constitutes a valid estimate of experimental error. 
That is what wa.s used in the analysis of these results. 
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CHAPTER V 
C(JfCLUSIOMS AND SUMMARY 
A. Conclusions 
This experiment has show-T- t,hat tlwre was no difference in the energy 
.outJN.t of the Temporal and Digastric muscles attributable to the force of 
different elastics (0, X, 2X, class II and class III, and no elastics) acting 
on the maniible. 
There appeared to De no significant difference in energy output between 
muscles on the right or lett side with the exception of the "Open" exercise. 
There was a great difference in energy output ~~tween muscle groups 
during the final phase of the various activ1ti6s and immediately after 
cessation. This finding confirms the results of many previous studies 
concelning the activity of thes3 muscle groups. This was due to the normal 
activity of these muscle groups which occurs in .ringing aDout the various 
positions of the mandible (Bite, Swallow, Open, and S$Y WMW). 
'!'he energy output from the muscles of various rubjects also differed 
greatly. 
In terms of the null hypotheses originally pr~osed in the statistical 
analysis the follcnring mq De said, The following null hypothesis must De 
accepted, i.e. the statement is correct as itpertains to the experiment, 
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1. There is no difference in the energy output of the Illscles as a 
result of the application of treatments (0, X, 21, class II and 
class III elastics, and. no elastios). 
The follOWing null hypothesis will be conditionally accepted sinoe it 
applied to a majority of the activities Dut not to the "open" exercise: 
1. There is no difference in energy output from muscles on the right 
or lett side. 
The follOWing null hypotheses must De rejected, i.e. the data have 
shown that the follOwing statements are not true as applied to this experiment. 
1. There is no difference in energy output from. the four muscle greup's. 
2. There is no difference in energy output from the muscles .f various 
suojects. 
It must be pOinted. out that the primary aim of this study was not the 
difference in behavior of the muscle groups But the effects of the treatments 
(elastics) on these muscle groups. 
B. Summary 
1. The energy output of the Right. and. Lett Posterior, Middle, Anterior, 
Temporal. and Digastric musoles was studied. e1ectrom,yographicall". 
during the application of various elastic: forces to the undilrJle 
(0, X, 21, class II and class III, no elastics). 
2. The period of activity just preceding and following cessation 
was studied for four positions (Bite, Swallow, Open, "~). 
). This method was applied. to six young ale suejects whose teeth 
and. jaws displayed. a normal antero-posterior relationship to 
each other. 
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